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alike understand how their colleagues think about performance.
Architecture of Reliable Web Applications Software Aug 07 2020 "This
book presents new concepts regarding reliability, availability,
manageability, performance, scalability, and secured-ability of
applications, particularly those that run over the Web. It examines
causes of failure in Web-based information system development projects,
and indicates that to exploit the unprecedented opportunities offered by
e-service applications, businesses and users alike need a highly available,
reliable, and efficient telecommunication infrastructure"--Provided by
publisher.
Graph Algorithms Feb 22 2022 Discover how graph algorithms can
help you leverage the relationships within your data to develop more
intelligent solutions and enhance your machine learning models. You’ll
learn how graph analytics are uniquely suited to unfold complex
structures and reveal difficult-to-find patterns lurking in your data.

The Performance of Open Source Applications Jul 30 2022 In 1974,
Donald Knuth wrote, "We should forget about small efficiencies, say
about 97%% of the time: premature optimization is the root of all evil."
With computers available now that are millions of times faster than those
available then, today's programmers have even less reason to worry
about shaving cycles and saving bytes than those a generation ago. But
"less" isn't "none": every once in a while, squeezing the last ounce of
performance out of the machine really does matter.This book is written
by over a dozen developers who have grappled with slow code, memory
leaks, or uncontrollable latency in open source software. They share
their mistakes and successes, and give the reader an over-the-shoulder
view of how they approached their specific challenges. With examples
from bioinformatics research code to web browsers, the solutions are as
varied as the problems.This book will help junior and senior developers
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Whether you are trying to build dynamic network models or forecast
real-world behavior, this book illustrates how graph algorithms deliver
value—from finding vulnerabilities and bottlenecks to detecting
communities and improving machine learning predictions. This practical
book walks you through hands-on examples of how to use graph
algorithms in Apache Spark and Neo4j—two of the most common choices
for graph analytics. Also included: sample code and tips for over 20
practical graph algorithms that cover optimal pathfinding, importance
through centrality, and community detection. Learn how graph analytics
vary from conventional statistical analysis Understand how classic graph
algorithms work, and how they are applied Get guidance on which
algorithms to use for different types of questions Explore algorithm
examples with working code and sample datasets from Spark and Neo4j
See how connected feature extraction can increase machine learning
accuracy and precision Walk through creating an ML workflow for link
prediction combining Neo4j and Spark
The Architecture of Open Source Applications, Volume II Oct 01 2022
Architects look at thousands of buildings during their training, and study
critiques of those buildings written by masters. In contrast, most
software developers only ever get to know a handful of large programs
well -- usually programs they wrote themselves -- and never study the
great programs of history. As a result, they repeat one another's
mistakes rather than building on one another's successes.This second
volume of The Architecture of Open Source Applications aims to change
that. In it, the authors of twenty-four open source applications explain
how their software is structured, and why. What are each program's
major components? How do they interact? And what did their builders
learn during their development? In answering these questions, the
contributors to this book provide unique insights into how they think.
Lazy Evaluation: From natural semantics to a machine-checked
compiler transformation Nov 09 2020
500 Lines Or Less Aug 31 2022 As we pointed out in The Architecture of
Open Source Applications, architects look at thousands of buildings
during their training, and study the critiques of many more. But most
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software developers only ever get to know a handful of programs well usually programs they wrote themselves. This book provides you with the
chance to study how 26 experienced programmers think when they are
building something new. The programs you will read about in this book
were all written from scratch to solve difficult problems. A web server, a
pedometer, a Python interpreter, a web-based spreadsheet, and many
more applications are written, in 500 lines of code or less, and described
by their creators so that you can learn from their insights and their
mistakes.
Reliable Distributed Systems Nov 21 2021 Explains fault tolerance in
clear terms, with concrete examples drawn from real-world settings
Highly practical focus aimed at building "mission-critical" networked
applications that remain secure
Surgical Robotics Apr 02 2020 Surgical robotics is a rapidly evolving
field. With roots in academic research, surgical robotic systems are now
clinically used across a wide spectrum of surgical procedures. Surgical
Robotics: Systems Applications and Visions provides a comprehensive
view of the field both from the research and clinical perspectives. This
volume takes a look at surgical robotics from four different perspectives,
addressing vision, systems, engineering development and clinical
applications of these technologies. The book also: -Discusses specific
surgical applications of robotics that have already been deployed in
operating rooms -Covers specific engineering breakthroughs that have
occurred in surgical robotics -Details surgical robotic applications in
specific disciplines of surgery including orthopedics, urology, cardiac
surgery, neurosurgery, ophthalmology, pediatric surgery and general
surgery Surgical Robotics: Systems Applications and Visions is an ideal
volume for researchers and engineers working in biomedical
engineering.
Lotus Notes and Domino 6 Programming Bible Aug 26 2019 *
Covers all the programming techniques, concepts, and languages used
with Notes and Domino, as well as the many new features of Domino 6 *
Thoroughly examines the Notes and Domino role with Java, XML, Web
services, and other IBM products and technologies * Provides extensive
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code and examples, many geared to the needs of administrators * Highprofile authors, known to their audience through conferences and
articles * Companion Web site shows example applications from the book
running on a live Domino server and provides code download
The High Stakes of Testing Sep 27 2019 The High Stakes of Testing
explores student experiences and perceptions of standardized testing
through a governmentality lens informed by critical pedagogy. This
research exposes prevalent mechanisms of control, adverse effects, and
the urgency of student voice work in our schools.
Hydropower Jan 12 2021 Eco-conscious readers will be thrilled to know
that one of the most powerful, renewable sources of energy has nothing
to do with burning fuel or releasing of pollutants, and has a very minimal
production of green house gases. Students will see how weve harnessed
the power of nature and water to create hydropower.
Make Your Brain Work May 28 2022 Everyone wants to be more effective
at work and to get maximum impact from minimum effort. Make Your
Brain Work shows you how to do this, using the latest insights from
neuroscience about how our mind works and what really makes us tick.
Author Amy Brann is an expert in brain science, but you don't have to be:
she has distilled the key findings you need into non-technical, practical
guidance. Read this clear, engaging book and discover the things you can
do to get yourself functioning at the top of your capabilities, more of the
time. Learn the habits, techniques and behaviours that will get you the
results you want, by making your brain work for you. Leave stress,
overwhelm, negative moods and poor time management behind - Make
Your Brain Work is your passport to a new improved you!
Political Communication in Real Time Oct 09 2020 Much has been
made of the speed and constancy of modern politics. Whether watching
cable news, retweeting political posts, or receiving news alerts on our
phones, political communication now happens continuously and in real
time. Traditional research methods often do not capture this dynamic
environment. Early studies that guided the study of political
communication took place at a time when transistors and FM radio,
television, and widely distributed films technologically changed the way
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people gained information and developed knowledge of the world around
them. Now, the environment has transformed again through digital
innovations. This book provides one of the first systematic assessment of
real-time methods used to study the new digital media environment. It
features twelve chapters—authored by leading researchers in the
field—using continuous or real time response methods to study political
communication in various forms. Moreover, the authors explain how
viewer attitudes can be measured over time, message effects can be pin-pointed down to the second of impact, behaviors can be tracked and
analyzed unobtrusively, and respondents can naturally respond on their
smartphone, tablet, or even console gaming system. Leading
practitioners in the field working for CNN, Microsoft, and Twitter show
how the approach is being innovatively used in the field. Political
Communication in Real Time is a welcome addition to the growing field
of interest in "big data" and continuous response research. This volume
will appeal to scholars and practitioners in political science and
communication studies wishing to gain new insights into the strengths
and limitations of this approach. Political communication is a continuous
process, so theories, applications, and cognitive models of such
communication require continuous measures and methods.
Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States Jul 18 2021
Scores of talented and dedicated people serve the forensic science
community, performing vitally important work. However, they are often
constrained by lack of adequate resources, sound policies, and national
support. It is clear that change and advancements, both systematic and
scientific, are needed in a number of forensic science disciplines to
ensure the reliability of work, establish enforceable standards, and
promote best practices with consistent application. Strengthening
Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward provides a
detailed plan for addressing these needs and suggests the creation of a
new government entity, the National Institute of Forensic Science, to
establish and enforce standards within the forensic science community.
The benefits of improving and regulating the forensic science disciplines
are clear: assisting law enforcement officials, enhancing homeland
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security, and reducing the risk of wrongful conviction and exoneration.
Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States gives a full account
of what is needed to advance the forensic science disciplines, including
upgrading of systems and organizational structures, better training,
widespread adoption of uniform and enforceable best practices, and
mandatory certification and accreditation programs. While this book
provides an essential call-to-action for congress and policy makers, it
also serves as a vital tool for law enforcement agencies, criminal
prosecutors and attorneys, and forensic science educators.
Web Writing Feb 10 2021 Teaching writing across the curriculum with
online tools
The Architecture of Open Source Applications Nov 02 2022 Beschrijving
van vijfentwintig open source applicaties.
Handbook of Research on Student Engagement Nov 29 2019 For more
than two decades, the concept of student engagement has grown from
simple attention in class to a construct comprised of cognitive,
emotional, and behavioral components that embody and further develop
motivation for learning. Similarly, the goals of student engagement have
evolved from dropout prevention to improved outcomes for lifelong
learning. This robust expansion has led to numerous lines of research
across disciplines and are brought together clearly and comprehensively
in the Handbook of Research on Student Engagement. The Handbook
guides readers through the field’s rich history, sorts out its component
constructs, and identifies knowledge gaps to be filled by future research.
Grounding data in real-world learning situations, contributors analyze
indicators and facilitators of student engagement, link engagement to
motivation, and gauge the impact of family, peers, and teachers on
engagement in elementary and secondary grades. Findings on the
effectiveness of classroom interventions are discussed in detail. And
because assessing engagement is still a relatively new endeavor,
chapters on measurement methods and issues round out this important
resource. Topical areas addressed in the Handbook include: Engagement
across developmental stages. Self-efficacy in the engaged learner.
Parental and social influences on engagement and achievement
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motivation. The engaging nature of teaching for competency
development. The relationship between engagement and high-risk
behavior in adolescents. Comparing methods for measuring student
engagement. An essential guide to the expanding knowledge base, the
Handbook of Research on Student Engagement serves as a valuable
resource for researchers, scientist-practitioners, and graduate students
in such varied fields as clinical child and school psychology, educational
psychology, public health, teaching and teacher education, social work,
and educational policy.
Debates in Information Technology: Oct 21 2021 The purpose of this
book is to highlight major debates in Information Technology (“IT”) that
might be of interest to fledgling MIS students to help them get a sense of
the big ideas in their field. This book is intended for graduate and
undergraduate audiences but is easily accessible to practitioners and
students alike. Each big idea is presented as a resolution for discussion,
one per chapter, and each chapter opens with a broad overview of the
resolution, followed by pro and con discussions weighing the merits of
the issue. These informative chapters should help students quickly get up
to speed on the facts of the issue in order to stimulate more fruitful class
discussion. Chapters were authored and reviewed entirely by graduate
students as part of an online class project spanning two semesters from
2013 to 2014. Over 80 students contributed to writing it. Faculty
editorship enhanced the chapters’ consistency and where necessary,
smoothed the writing style. As a whole, this work embodies an important
achievement for which these students should be commended. It shows
(once again) just how capable students really are.
The Big Nine Dec 31 2019 A call-to-arms about the broken nature of
artificial intelligence, and the powerful corporations that are turning the
human-machine relationship on its head. We like to think that we are in
control of the future of "artificial" intelligence. The reality, though, is
that we -- the everyday people whose data powers AI -- aren't actually in
control of anything. When, for example, we speak with Alexa, we
contribute that data to a system we can't see and have no input into -one largely free from regulation or oversight. The big nine corporations -4/9
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Amazon, Google, Facebook, Tencent, Baidu, Alibaba, Microsoft, IBM and
Apple--are the new gods of AI and are short-changing our futures to reap
immediate financial gain. In this book, Amy Webb reveals the pervasive,
invisible ways in which the foundations of AI -- the people working on the
system, their motivations, the technology itself -- is broken. Within our
lifetimes, AI will, by design, begin to behave unpredictably, thinking and
acting in ways which defy human logic. The big nine corporations may be
inadvertently building and enabling vast arrays of intelligent systems
that don't share our motivations, desires, or hopes for the future of
humanity. Much more than a passionate, human-centered call-to-arms,
this book delivers a strategy for changing course, and provides a path for
liberating us from algorithmic decision-makers and powerful
corporations.
Software Design by Example Dec 23 2021 The best way to learn design
in any field is to study examples, and some of the best examples of
software design come from the tools programmers use in their own work.
Software Design by Example: A Tool-Based Introduction with JavaScript
therefore builds small versions of the things programmers use in order to
demystify them and give some insights into how experienced
programmers think. From a file backup system and a testing framework
to a regular expression matcher, a browser layout engine, and a very
small compiler, we explore common design patterns, show how making
code easier to test also makes it easier to reuse, and help readers
understand how debuggers, profilers, package managers, and version
control systems work so that they can use them more effectively. This
material can be used for self-paced study, in an undergraduate course on
software design, or as the core of an intensive weeklong workshop for
working programmers. Each chapter has a set of exercises ranging in
size and difficulty from half a dozen lines to a full day’s work. Readers
should be familiar with the basics of modern JavaScript, but the more
advanced features of the language are explained and illustrated as they
are introduced. All the written material in this project can be freely
reused under the terms of the Creative Commons - Attribution license,
while all of the software is made available under the terms of the
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Hippocratic License. All proceeds from sale of this book will go to
support the Red Door Family Shelter in Toronto. Features • Teaches
software design by showing programmers how to build the tools they use
every day • Each chapter includes exercises to help readers check and
deepen their understanding • All the example code can be downloaded,
re-used, and modified under an open license
The Creator's Code May 04 2020 "Based on in-depth interviews with
more than 200 leading entrepreneurs, [including the founders of
LinkedIn, Chipotle, eBay, Under Armour, Tesla Motors, SpaceX, Spanx,
Airbnb, PayPal, JetBlue, Gilt Group, Theranos, and Dropbox], a business
executive and senior fellow at [the Harvard Kennedy School] identifies
the six essential disciplines needed to transform your ideas into realworld successes, whether you're an innovative manager or an aspiring
entrepreneur"-Exercises in Programming Style Aug 19 2021 Using a simple
computational task (term frequency) to illustrate different programming
styles, Exercises in Programming Style helps readers understand the
various ways of writing programs and designing systems. It is designed
to be used in conjunction with code provided on an online repository. The
book complements and explains the raw code in a way that is accessible
to anyone who regularly practices the art of programming. The first
edition was honored as an ACM Notable Book and praised as "The best
programming book of the decade." This new edition will retain the same
presentation, but the entire book will be upgraded to Python 3, and a
new section will be added on neural network styles. The book contains 33
different styles for writing the term frequency task. The styles are
grouped into nine categories: historical, basic, function composition,
objects and object interactions, reflection and metaprogramming,
adversity, data-centric, concurrency, and interactivity. The author
verbalizes the constraints in each style and explains the example
programs. Each chapter first presents the constraints of the style, next
shows an example program, and then gives a detailed explanation of the
code. Most chapters also have sections focusing on the use of the style in
systems design as well as sections describing the historical context in
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which the programming style emerged.
The Propaganda Poster Girl Sep 19 2021 Insightful and intelligent, this
compelling collection of poems touches on themes of memory, travel, and
the unconscious. With images and scenes carrying the burden of
disclosure, these pieces create a thoughtful and provocative narrative
along with a palpable and engaging outside world.
Data Analytics for Intelligent Transportation Systems Sep 07 2020 Data
Analytics for Intelligent Transportation Systems provides in-depth
coverage of data-enabled methods for analyzing intelligent
transportation systems that includes detailed coverage of the tools
needed to implement these methods using big data analytics and other
computing techniques. The book examines the major characteristics of
connected transportation systems, along with the fundamental concepts
of how to analyze the data they produce. It explores collecting, archiving,
processing, and distributing the data, designing data infrastructures,
data management and delivery systems, and the required hardware and
software technologies. Users will learn how to design effective data
visualizations, tactics on the planning process, and how to evaluate
alternative data analytics for different connected transportation
applications, along with key safety and environmental applications for
both commercial and passenger vehicles, data privacy and security
issues, and the role of social media data in traffic planning. Includes case
studies in each chapter that illustrate the application of concepts covered
Presents extensive coverage of existing and forthcoming intelligent
transportation systems and data analytics technologies Contains
contributors from both leading academic and commercial researchers
Explains how to design effective data visualizations, tactics on the
planning process, and how to evaluate alternative data analytics for
different connected transportation applications
Google's PageRank and Beyond Jul 26 2019 Why doesn't your home
page appear on the first page of search results, even when you query
your own name? How do other web pages always appear at the top?
What creates these powerful rankings? And how? The first book ever
about the science of web page rankings, Google's PageRank and Beyond
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supplies the answers to these and other questions and more. The book
serves two very different audiences: the curious science reader and the
technical computational reader. The chapters build in mathematical
sophistication, so that the first five are accessible to the general
academic reader. While other chapters are much more mathematical in
nature, each one contains something for both audiences. For example,
the authors include entertaining asides such as how search engines make
money and how the Great Firewall of China influences research. The
book includes an extensive background chapter designed to help readers
learn more about the mathematics of search engines, and it contains
several MATLAB codes and links to sample web data sets. The
philosophy throughout is to encourage readers to experiment with the
ideas and algorithms in the text. Any business seriously interested in
improving its rankings in the major search engines can benefit from the
clear examples, sample code, and list of resources provided. Many
illustrative examples and entertaining asides MATLAB code Accessible
and informal style Complete and self-contained section for mathematics
review
Ruby on Rails Tutorial Jun 04 2020 This is the eBook of the printed
book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Used by
sites as varied as Twitter, GitHub, Disney, and Airbnb, Ruby on Rails is
one of the most popular frameworks for developing web applications, but
it can be challenging to learn and use. Whether you’re new to web
development or new only to Rails, Ruby on Rails™ Tutorial, Fourth
Edition, is the solution. Best-selling author and leading Rails developer
Michael Hartl teaches Rails by guiding you through the development of
three example applications of increasing sophistication. The tutorial’s
examples focus on the general principles of web development needed for
virtually any kind of website. The updates to this edition include full
compatibility with Rails 5, a division of the largest chapters into more
manageable units, and a huge number of new exercises interspersed in
each chapter for maximum reinforcement of the material. This
indispensable guide provides integrated tutorials not only for Rails, but
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also for the essential Ruby, HTML, CSS, and SQL skills you need when
developing web applications. Hartl explains how each new technique
solves a real-world problem, and then he demonstrates it with bite-sized
code that’s simple enough to understand, yet novel enough to be useful.
Whatever your previous web development experience, this book will
guide you to true Rails mastery. This book will help you Install and set up
your Rails development environment, including pre-installed integrated
development environment (IDE) in the cloud Go beyond generated code
to truly understand how to build Rails applications from scratch Learn
testing and test-driven development (TDD) Effectively use the ModelView-Controller (MVC) pattern Structure applications using the REST
architecture Build static pages and transform them into dynamic ones
Master the Ruby programming skills all Rails developers need Create
high-quality site layouts and data models Implement registration and
authentication systems, including validation and secure passwords
Update, display, and delete users Upload images in production using a
cloud storage service Implement account activation and password reset,
including sending email with Rails Add social features and
microblogging, including an introduction to Ajax Record version changes
with Git and create a secure remote repository at Bitbucket Deploy your
applications early and often with Heroku
The Glass Menagerie Oct 28 2019
Thermal Energy Storage Using Phase Change Materials Jun 28 2022 This
book presents a comprehensive introduction to the use of solid‐liquid
phase change materials to store significant amounts of energy in the
latent heat of fusion. The proper selection of materials for different
applications is covered in detail, as is the use of high conductivity
additives to enhance thermal diffusivity. Dr. Fleischer explores how
applications of PCMS have expanded over the past 10 years to include
the development of high efficiency building materials to reduce heating
and cooling needs, smart material design for clothing, portable electronic
systems thermal management, solar thermal power plant design and
many others. Additional future research directions and challenges are
also discussed.
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Social Media and Networking: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools,
and Applications Mar 26 2022 In the digital era, users from around the
world are constantly connected over a global network, where they have
the ability to connect, share, and collaborate like never before. To make
the most of this new environment, researchers and software developers
must understand users’ needs and expectations. Social Media and
Networking: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications explores
the burgeoning global community made possible by Web 2.0 technologies
and a universal, interconnected society. With four volumes of chapters
related to digital media, online engagement, and virtual environments,
this multi-volume reference is an essential source for software
developers, web designers, researchers, students, and IT specialists
interested in the growing field of digital media and engagement. This
four-volume reference includes various chapters covering topics related
to Web 2.0, e-governance, social media activism, internet privacy, digital
and virtual communities, e-business, customer relationship management,
and more.
Facebook Marketing All-in-One For Dummies® Mar 02 2020 A detailed
resource for businesses and individuals seeking to promote goods and
services on Facebook Social media is the number one vehicle for online
marketing, and Facebook may be the most popular site of all. Facebook
marketers must consider content delivery, promotions, etiquette and
privacy, creating community, applications, advertisements, the open
graph, and much more. Written by social media experts, this all-in-one
guide gives marketers and small-business owners all the tools they need
to create successful Facebook marketing campaigns. Successful
marketing campaigns today require effective use of social media,
especially Facebook This guide covers understanding Facebook basics,
developing a marketing plan, creating your business Facebook page,
engaging your community, working with apps, advertising within
Facebook, ways to connect with users, and monitoring and measuring
your campaign Expert authors use plenty of examples and case studies to
illustrate the techniques and how to use them Everyone with something
to market on Facebook can do a better job of it with the advice in
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Facebook Marketing All-in-One For Dummies.
Forensic Ecogenomics Mar 14 2021 Forensic Ecogenomics: The
Application of Microbial Ecology Analyses in Forensic Contexts provides
intelligence on important topics, including environmental sample
provenance, how to indicate the body decomposition timeline to support
postmortem interval (PMI) and postmortem submersion interval (PMSI)
estimates, and how to enhance identification of clandestine and transit
grave locations. A diverse group of international experts have come
together to present a clear perspective of forensic ecogenomics that
encapsulates cutting-edge, topical and relevant cross-disciplinary
approaches vital to the field. Considers the effects of decomposition on
bacterial, fungal and mesofaunal populations in pristine ecosystems
Examines the role of the microbiome, necrobiome and
thanatomicrobiome in postmortem interval estimations Focuses on the
application of different analytical techniques across forensics to
enhance/expand the crime scene investigation toolkit Written by a wide
range of international experts in their respective fields
We Used to Be Friends May 16 2021 Two best friends grow up—and
grow apart—in this innovative contemporary YA novel Told in dual
timelines—half of the chapters moving forward in time and half moving
backward—We Used to Be Friends explores the most traumatic breakup
of all: that of childhood besties. At the start of their senior year in high
school, James (a girl with a boy’s name) and Kat are inseparable, but by
graduation, they’re no longer friends. James prepares to head off to
college as she reflects on the dissolution of her friendship with Kat while,
in alternating chapters, Kat thinks about being newly in love with her
first girlfriend and having a future that feels wide open. Over the course
of senior year, Kat wants nothing more than James to continue to be her
steady rock, as James worries that everything she believes about love
and her future is a lie when her high-school sweetheart parents
announce they’re getting a divorce. Funny, honest, and full of heart, We
Used to Be Friends tells of the pains of growing up and growing apart.
Perspectives in Medical Geography Jan 30 2020 Medical geography is
a fascinating area of rapidly evolving study that aims to analyse and
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improve worldwide health issues based on the geographical factors
which have an impact on them. Perspectives in Medical Geography will
appeal to both novice and seasoned researchers looking to be informed
on the latest theories and applications in the field. Chapters represent a
wide range of industries, ranging from private/public universities to
private companies to non-profit foundations. Contributors describe ways
in which map and geography librarians can engage in public health
research – creating data standards, archiving map collections and
providing mapping/GIS services. In addition to compiling current
theories and practices related to medical geography, this volume also
features commentaries from two pre-eminent geography librarians,
sharing their perspectives on this emerging field and how map and
geographic information librarians can engage in health-related research
through their profession. This book was originally published as two
special issues of the Journal of Map & Geography Libraries.
Engaged Apr 14 2021 Behavior change design creates entrancing—and
effective—products and experiences. Whether you've studied psychology
or are new to the field, you can incorporate behavior change principles
into your designs to help people achieve meaningful goals, learn and
grow, and connect with one another. Engaged offers practical tips for
design professionals to apply the psychology of engagement to their
work.
How to Heal Yourself When No One Else Can Jun 24 2019 Be You, Be
Happy, Be Free Using energy therapy and emotional healing techniques,
How to Heal Yourself When No One Else Can shows you how to achieve
complete and permanent healing by loving, accepting, and being yourself
no matter what. Energy therapist Amy Scher presents an easy-tounderstand, three-part approach to removing blockages, changing your
relationship with stress, and coming into alignment with who you truly
are. After overcoming a life-threatening illness, Amy had an epiphany
that healing is more than just physical. Her dramatic story serves as a
powerful example of how beneficial it is to address our emotional
energies, particularly when nothing else works. Discover areas of
imbalance and easy ways to address them on your healing journey.
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Whether you are experiencing physical symptoms or are just feeling lost,
sad, anxious, or emotionally unbalanced, this book can change your life.
Praise: "Amy has seen the truth and can be a coach to all those who seek
healing and authenticity."—Bernie Siegel, MD, bestselling author of
Love, Medicine, & Miracles and The Art of Healing "[Amy Scher is] an
inspiration, not just because she teaches us how to take healing into our
own hands, but because she’s living proof that it works."—Pam Grout, #1
New York Times bestselling author of E-Squared and E-Cubed "Amy
Scher has penned a remarkable book about the pivotal role of the body,
mind, and spirit in attaining true and complete healing. There is much
wisdom in this book, written with exceptional clarity, love, and
wisdom."—Sanjiv Chopra, MD MACP, Professor of Medicine at Harvard
Medical School, motivational speaker, and bestselling author of
Brotherhood with Deepak Chopra "Amy Scher takes you on a guided
journey to resolve emotional, physical, and energetic blockages that get
in the way of true healing. You will feel like you have a loving expert
coach by your side along the way."—Heather Dane, co-author with Louise
Hay of Loving Yourself to Great Health
The Content Analysis Guidebook Jan 24 2022 Content analysis is a
complex research methodology. This book provides an accessible text for
upper level undergraduates and graduate students, comprising step-bystep instructions and practical advice.
Spies, Lies, and Algorithms Jun 16 2021 Intelligence challenges in the
digital age : Cloaks, daggers, and tweets -- The education crisis : How
fictional spies are shaping public opinion and intelligence policy -American intelligence history at a glance-from fake bakeries to armed
drones -- Intelligence basics : Knowns and unknowns -- Why analysis is so
hard : The seven deadly biases -- Counterintelligence : To catch a spy -Covert action - "a hard business of agonizing choices" -- Congressional
oversight : Eyes on spies -- Intelligence isn't just for governments
anymore : Nuclear sleuthing in a Google earth world -- Decoding cyber
threats.
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Advanced Sampling Theory With Applications Apr 26 2022 A
comprehensive expose of basic and advanced sampling techniques along
with their applications in the diverse fields of science and technology.
The Content of Our Caricature Dec 11 2020 Traces the history of
racial caricature and the ways that Black cartoonists have turned this
visual grammar on its head Revealing the long aesthetic tradition of
African American cartoonists who have made use of racist caricature as a
black diasporic art practice, Rebecca Wanzo demonstrates how these
artists have resisted histories of visual imperialism and their legacies.
Moving beyond binaries of positive and negative representation, many
black cartoonists have used caricatures to criticize constructions of ideal
citizenship in the United States, as well as the alienation of African
Americans from such imaginaries. The Content of Our Caricature urges
readers to recognize how the wide circulation of comic and cartoon art
contributes to a common language of both national belonging and
exclusion in the United States. Historically, white artists have rendered
white caricatures as virtuous representations of American identity, while
their caricatures of African Americans are excluded from these kinds of
idealized discourses. Employing a rich illustration program of color and
black-and-white reproductions, Wanzo explores the works of artists such
as Sam Milai, Larry Fuller, Richard “Grass” Green, Brumsic Brandon Jr.,
Jennifer Cruté, Aaron McGruder, Kyle Baker, Ollie Harrington, and
George Herriman, all of whom negotiate and navigate this troublesome
history of caricature. The Content of Our Caricature arrives at a gateway
to understanding how a visual grammar of citizenship, and hence
American identity itself, has been constructed.
Free Technology for Libraries Jul 06 2020 Free Technology for Libraries
will help you discover how you can implement top-notch technology
solutions within your organization to create intranets and knowledge
bases, conduct webinars and conference calls, manage electronic
resources, track library statistics, market your library, and much more,
all at no cost!
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